by Jürgen Wilke

Journalism refers to the system of procuring and disseminating the contents of modern media of mass communication. Those who
exercise this function are called journalists. The historical beginnings of journalism can be ascribed different dates, depending on
the definition. Its development, nonetheless, went through several phases: After a "pre-journalistic" phase, it is possible (in Germany) to speak of "correspondence", "literary", and "editorial" journalism. The journalistic profession initially underwent a similar development in other European countries, until separate traditions formed in the 18th century. Anglo-Saxon journalism in particular
went into different directions than the "literary" journalism of the continental European countries. This further involved different types
of editorial organisation. In the second half of the 19th century, journalism started to become professionalized, which further led to
the emergence of journalistic and professional associations and initiatives for journalism education.
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Europe is the birthplace of journalism. This is not only true for the concept, but also for journalism as a practice. The term is of
French origin and derived from the word for "day" ("jour"). It came into use as a result of the French Revolution ( Media Link #ab)
1
in 1789, as the printed press became a forum for shaping opinion, and was also commonly referred to in the 19th century in other
European countries. The job description "journalist" was used even before this, however. Its first usage appears to have been in
reference to the founders of the Journal of Sçavans, the world's first academic journal founded in Paris in 1665 ( Media Link #ac).
2
The job description was known in England from the beginning of the 18th century. It was not until the end of the 18th century that
the term "journalist" acquired its more general meaning and gradually replaced older designations such as the term "Zeitungsschreiber" ("newspaper writer"; also: "Avisen-Schreiber" ["notices writer"]) in Germany or "novellante" in Italian. The terms "journalism" and "journalist" are now commonplace in many European languages, not only in French ("journalisme") and English ("journalism"), but also in German ("Journalismus"), Italian ("giornalismo"), Portuguese ("jornalismo") and Czech ("žurnalismus"). An exception is the Spanish "periodismo", in which the regularity of the performed function constitutes the essence of the activity.
1

Just when and where one identifies the beginning of the history of journalism depends on the definition of the term. If journalism is
considered to be an "Anglo-American invention" and a "field of discursive production" with its own norms, such as objectivity and
3
neutrality, it can be dated to the second half of the 19th century. Others see the "birth" of the journalist in 18th-century Germany,
4
which is associated with enlightenment and the flourishing of journal publishing. In both cases, however, it is usually only mentioned in passing that journalistic tasks like the targeted procurement and processing of news items in fact go back much further.
One can thus say that the history of the profession began with a "pre-journalistic" period and identify three additional developmental
phases involving the transformation of journalism's basic functions: "correspondence", "literary", and "editorial" journalism (see be5
low). A system-theoretical determination of functions can also serve to further divide up the history of the journalist profession in
Germany, which can similarly be broken into four phases of varying length: "genesis" (1605–1848), "formation" (1849–1873), "dif6
ferentiation" (1874–1900), and the "breakthrough of modern journalism" (1900–1914). Such long-term periodisation is not established for other countries, although for France the foundation phase ("fondation") of modern journalism is dated from 1880 to 1918,

7

followed by a construction phase ("construction") from 1914 to 1940 and a reconstruction phase ("reconstruction") until 1950.

2

The cultural diversity of Europe makes it difficult to provide a coherent description of the history of journalism on the continent. Due
to the particular historical circumstances and linguistic borders, this activity developed mainly in a national context, although its material (news) also had transnational character. A national approach is also found in research, which is primarily concerned with the
8
history of the press (and later other media) and has focused less on the history of journalism as a professional practice. There are
9
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thus mostly national historical accounts of the history of the press such as for England, France, Germany, Italy, and Spain,
14
while comparative and transnational compendia or studies so far have been exceptions. Despite national differences, there are
nonetheless similar developments in the history of journalism in Europe. There have also been reciprocal influences between countries, including those from outside Europe and the United States in particular. These influences, however, were partially asynchronous and showed distinctive dynamics.
3

The basic substance of journalism is broadly understood to be a shared piece of information – not private information, but rather information that satisfies some social and public interest. This activity accordingly existed even before the technological means were
15
present for the latter's dissemination. One can therefore certainly speak of a "pre-journalistic" phase in the history of this activity.
Human interest in news is socially motivated and was already satisfied by certain individuals in the Middle Ages. Singers and minstrels moved from place to place and depicted events that they had seen or learned about. For this reason, they were called "wan16
dering journalists". Similar functions were fulfilled in England by the presentors of ballads and commemorative poems. Events
were furthermore recorded in writing in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicles from the 8th century, which can thus be considered a precursor
17
of the press.
4

The desire for news ( Media Link #ae) grew in the early modern period with its expeditions ( Media Link #af) and the spread of
trade relations ( Media Link #ag). Large trading houses cultivated extensive correspondence with their branch offices. In Europe,
18
proper communication networks formed, which was made possible by the expansion ( Media Link #ah) of postal routes. Written
messages, for instance, from the Fuggers' Augsburg merchant house, still exist from the years 1568–1605 (so-called "Fugger
19
newspapers") ( Media Link #ai). While they are not the only extant collection, they are the best known and the most important of
their kind. Firm employees (factors) in the branch offices became reporters of the news, but so did agents, friends, and acquaintances. Use was also made of paid newspaper writers and "novellantes" (story tellers), like those first employed in Venice in the
16th century.
5
20

At that time, this Italian city and the Rialto in particular were centres of information exchange. It should therefore come as no sur21
prise that this is where merchant letters gave rise to avvisi as early written news bulletins. In Venice, the news writers were called
"reportisti" (in Rome "menanti" and Genoa "novellari") and stood in dubious reputation: "Sie galten als unzuverlässig, gar unglaub22
würdig und standen im Ruch der Spionage." North of the Alps, the first known paid newspaper writers were in Augsburg in the
16th century. Philip Hainhofer (1578–1647) ( Media Link #aj), for instance, opened an office there in the early 17th century, where
23
news was transcribed and delivered to interested parties, mostly to princes. In France, nouvelles à la main ( Media Link #ak)
also circulated, and continued to do so for some time afterwards because they remained outside of the supervision by the authori24
ties.
6

The critical precondition for the development of journalism in Europe was the invention of the printing press ( Media Link #al) in
the middle of the 15th century by Johannes Gutenberg (ca. 1400–1468) ( Media Link #am) in Mainz. Only then did the opportunity arise to reproduce and disseminate a large volume of information. Very quickly, people in Germany and elsewhere in Europe
25
also began to print news. The publications had different names, but were quite similar in content and form. In Germany, they were
called Newe Zeytungen, in the Netherlands courantes, in France canards, in England corantos, diurnalls, or news books, in Spain
relaciones and in Portugal relaçãos. In Venice, they were printed under the name gazette. These single-print newspapers usually
reported on political, military, and social events, but also on calamities and scandals.
7

The news was supplied to the printer by correspondents, who were in places where important events occurred or where information
could be obtained from elsewhere. These correspondents thus in effect carried out a journalistic function, justifying the use of the
26
27
term "correspondence journalism". There were three main groups of active correspondents: first, officials and envoys, who were
in residence or travelling on diplomatic missions; second, representatives who were based in other cities for their trading companies; and, third, humanist scholars ( Media Link #an), members of the universities and monasteries ( Media Link #ao). These
three groups were able to provide political, economic, cultural, as well as sensationalistic news.
8

A century (and more) passed before the Newen Zeytungen, corontos, news books, diurnalls etc. gave way to the periodical newspaper – the first mass medium of the modern era to come out at fixed regular intervals. As far as we can tell, this occurred for the
first time after several intermediate stages in Strasbourg in 1605. Johann Carolus (1575–1634) ( Media Link #ap), who had already duplicated and distributed handwritten news items there, started to print them up in a weekly newspaper (Relation ( Media
28
Link #aq)). The first recorded volume dates from 1609. A second German-language newspaper (Aviso) already appeared in the
same year in Wolfenbüttel. This business model was so promising that newspapers were soon being printed in other cities. Else29
where in Europe ( Media Link #ar), however, it would take several years or decades for similar progress to be made.
9
30

The newspapers of the 17th century (and for the most part of the 18th century) were very similar. With regard to their content,
they offered soberly drafted reports, mostly on political and military events from different parts of Europe, which were supplied by
resident (foreign) correspondents. "Correspondence" journalism thus initially predominated. It was not necessary to make a selection of the news because it remained scarce. Whenever possible, everything was printed that was available. Titles and headlines
were not yet used. Reports were simply strung together with their localities and dates of origin.
10

At first, most printers could make do without having their own journalists. Only a few cases are known in the 17th century in which
news was abridged, edited, and (linguistically) adapted by a specially qualified person. It was not until the 18th century that the flow
of news reports was so great at certain locations that someone was needed to assume the on-going task of selecting and preparing
the news for publication. Only large newspapers could afford to do this, however, that focused on providing original reporting rather
than simply reprinting material from other papers. This latter method of publishing, in which "Schere und Kleister" ("cut and paste")
became a proverbial journalistic tool, occurred regularly due to a lack of content.
11

Hardly present at all in early newspapers were opinion articles. Correspondents did not want to impose their personal views on
their readers, but rather inform them so that they could develop their own opinion. In essence, they considered themselves to be
impartial and objective rapporteurs. This reluctance, however, was also due to the official press control, which sought to suppress
unwanted information and opinions. The newspapers were aimed primarily at an educated readership that could be assumed to
have the requisite knowledge for understanding their reporting. The circulations were still relatively low, amounting to little more
than a few hundred copies.
12

In the 18th century, the role of journalism in Europe began to change. For a variety of reasons, this process began in England. Because the British Parliament had not renewed the Printing Act in 1695, press freedom ( Media Link #as) for all intents and pur31
poses prevailed in the United Kingdom. As pre-censorship no longer existed, the newspapers were now able to become organs
of public opinion. This was encouraged by the fact that England already had a Parliament where intense debates were the order of
32
the day. Parliamentary reporting, however, continued to be regulated even after 1695. It was only tolerated after 1772.
13

To publicly disseminate opinions and attitudes in the 16th century, there were already several print media available. In Germany,
33
34
they were referred to as "Flugschriften", in England as pamphlets. At the time of the Reformation ( Media Link #at) and of the
ensuing religious conflicts, they had unprecedented print runs (up to 4,000 copies per issue). They were usually written by the leaders of the religious and social movements themselves and therefore not actually products of journalism. In Europe's purely Catholic
countries, such pamphlets either appeared much less frequently or failed to find any fertile ground at all.
14

As a result of the repeal of the Printing Act, the number of newspapers in England rose rapidly. As a consequence, there was
strong competition, which caused many papers to close up shop. At this stage, the newspapers began to distinguish themselves
from continental papers, since they had more latitude in terms of both substance and style. At the beginning of the 18th century,
however, there was still a division of roles: The printer was responsible for the news (along with the advertisements), whereas the
35
authors themselves oversaw the essay section and other sundry contributions. They weren't required to limit themselves to writing sober reports, but could also publish critical articles and voice their own opinion. It was helpful that a bipolar party system already existed in England with the Whigs and the Tories, resulting in the establishment of opposition newspapers. Nevertheless,
journalism was rarely autonomous. Rather, as many papers were backed financially by the government, political parties or individ36
ual politicians, it frequently engaged in propaganda. Sustainable organs included the Daily Universal Register, which appeared
for the first time in 1785. Three years later, it was renamed The Times, a newspaper that would become the flagship of independent
British journalism.
15

In the era of absolutism, the development of the press in France was limited by regulations. For a long period, the only real newspaper was the Gazette, founded in 1631. It appeared in Paris, but was reprinted in the provinces. From the 1660s, there were also
scholarly, literary, philosophical, and entertaining journals. As already noted above, the Journal of Sçavans (from 1665) gave the
publishers of such print media their particular job title. It is because of the diversity of these publications that more than 800 journal37
ists can be identified in France from 1600 to 1789. Nonetheless, if we use our more restricted definition of journalism, then hardly
more than a dozen journalists could be counted at this time. Such a large number is only reasonable if we subsume all individuals
under the term "journalist" who during the examined period were involved with a press organ in any way (i.e. also printers and em38
ployees of all kinds).
16

The outbreak of the French Revolution in 1789 led to an explosion of the press (and opinion journalism) in Paris, with the number of
39
media outlets quickly going into the hundreds. Several prominent and radical revolutionaries were themselves active as journalists, including Camille Desmoulins (1760–1794) ( Media Link #au), Jean-Paul Marat (1743–1793) ( Media Link #av) and Jacques-René Hébert (1757–1794) ( Media Link #aw). Thanks to freedom of the press, ideologically and politically competing bodies
could exist alongside each other, even those who continued to support the monarchy. The latter's situation, however, changed with
the imprisonment and execution of King Louis XVI (1754–1793) ( Media Link #ax).
17

For the 18th century, it is possible to speak of a "literary" journalism and hence temporally denote the third phase of the history of
40
the profession. Yet there were already earlier signs of this in the previous century in some leading newspaper and journals. The
news was (no longer) at the centre of their activity, but rather its incorporation into larger narratives or extensive arguments. The
authors were often examples of "Personen im beruflichen Zwischenraum zwischen einer akademischen Ausbildung und einer er41
hofften vollen Stelle im Sinne der neuzeitlichen Berufsverfassung." Many authors in the 18th century tried to gain a foothold in the
booming sector of journal publishing. While some only moonlighted in this field in addition to having another (principal) activity, the
number of those who actually sought to establish (and financially support) themselves exclusively as freelance writers on the liter42
ary market increased.
18

Evidence of a new understanding of the role of journalism can only be found in the late 18th century in Germany, especially for writers who were committed to the Enlightenment. One of these was Wilhelm Ludwig Wekhrlin (1739–1792) ( Media Link #ay). His
ideal was the journalist as a "public spy", who not only wrote about the news, but also wanted to warn the public against false con43
cepts. He also categorized the journalist as a "Sittenrichter" ("moralizer") and "Advokat der Menschheit" ("advocate of humanity")
and thus anticipated modern role classifications. He can therefore be viewed as a proponent of "advocacy journalism". In practice,
however, as Wekhrlin's example shows, it was still too difficult perform this role at the time.
19

Since its inception, the claim has been made that the press was the domain of men. This does not mean, however, that women had
absolutely no role to play. One finds that women were already active in publishing the English news books of the Puritan Revolu44
tion. In Germany and in other countries, women in the 17th century and 18th century also often became owners of printing
presses after their husbands had died and continued to run the company they had inherited. Female authors and editors are first
45
encountered in the 18th century with journals that were directed primarily at female readers, but they were not active in the political press until later. In Germany, Louise Otto-Peters (1819–1895) ( Media Link #az) published the Frauen-Zeitung ("Women
46
Paper"), which can be considered an early organ of the women's movement ( Media Link #b0), after the revolution of 1848. The
47
women's movement, however, tended to find its particular forum in the following decades in journals. In England, women were already involved to a much greater extent in the journalistic profession from the mid-19th century, representing a "feminine", even

feminist journalism.

48
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In the early 19th century, and even long after this in some countries, journalism in Europe still suffered under official control or relied
on government subsidies. Renewed suppression at the beginning of the century was initiated by Napoleon Bonaparte
(1769–1821) ( Media Link #b2), who not only kept a short leash on the press, but also excelled journalistically himself as a writer
49
of bulletins. While his influence also resulted in a depletion of the press in other countries, it helped at the same time to unleash
counter forces. When he was compelled to relinquish power in 1815, a golden age for the press and journalism seemed imminent.
This again was short-lived. In the German Confederation, strict censorship was enacted in 1819 (the "Carlsbad Decrees") for three
decades, and in France itself, the return of the Bourbon monarchy led to restoration. With the July Revolution of 1830 ( Media
Link #b3), the number of opposition publications increased, despite repeated attempts to restrict their freedom.
21

Due to financial constraints, however, the press did not have much room to manoeuvre. Initially, political newspapers were required
to finance themselves almost exclusively from their retail price. The income that was generated was frequently insufficient, which
led to a reliance on donors and corruption among journalists. In the 18th century, advertisements were almost exclusively published
in their own organs such as the advertisers in England, the Intelligenzblätter in Germany and the affiches in France. Only after a
loosening of the state monopoly on advertising (in Prussia not until 1850) and the abolition of the advertisement tax (in England in
1855, in Germany in 1874) could the press in these countries fully commercialise. In the United States, by contrast, publishers had
already created the mass popular newspaper ("penny press") in the 1830s, which came up with completely different content than
what had been offered previously in the still-dominant party press.
22

This American model was first followed in France. Two newspapers from the so-called presse à bon marché appeared immediately
in 1836: Émile de Girardin's (1806–1881) ( Media Link #b4) La Presse and Armand Dutacq's (1810–1856) ( Media Link #b5) Le
Siècle. Both papers made the advertising section the main source of funding, making it possible to reduce the retail price and to
achieve a more profitable mass distribution. Political opinion had by no means been omitted, but the attempt to appeal to a larger
readership was made by expanding the feuilleton as well as through gossip- and fashion-related subjects ( Media Link #b6). This
called for a different type of journalist: He was no longer someone who ultimately sought political office, as had often been the case,
50
but someone who met the expectations of the audience.
23

Le Petit Journal ( Media Link #b7) (established in 1862), which cost only half as much as La Presse, became the most successful
newspaper in France in the late 19th century. The content was largely geared toward the transmission of practical knowledge,
news from everyday life, particularly miscellany (so-called "faits divers") and novels, i.e. the "roman-feuilleton". After two years, the
newspaper already had a print run of 260,000 copies. In 1887, it was one million, which explains why the founding of the Petit Jour51
nal is thought to signify the birth of modern journalism in France. It also ushered in a new genre of journalistic (and literary) reportage. One even speaks of an era of "great reporters" ("grands reporters") after 1880, whereby this role is generally viewed in
52
combination with that of the man of letters.
24
53

Beginning in the 1850s, popular dailies also became familiar in the UK. The catalyst behind this was the abolition of the stamp
duty in 1855. The first daily newspaper was the Daily Telegraph and Courier in the same year, which was able to boost its circulation to 250,000 copies by 1880. Several other cheap mass newspapers were founded around the turn of the century such as the
Daily Mail (1896), the Daily Express (1900), and the Daily Mirror (1903). Their heyday was a product of industrialisation ( Media
Link #b8) which allowed the working class to join the reading public. In contrast, continental Europe initially remained underdevel54
oped.
25

The commercialisation of the press began later on in Germany because it still lacked the necessary economic conditions. A party
press also emerged in the wake of the revolution in 1848 which, however, did not thrive until after the unification in 1871 and the
creation of a national parliament. Party newspapers were forums for opinion journalism, as the journalists themselves were often
party members. Journalism and political activity thus frequently went hand in hand. This is especially true for the social democratic
55
press, which recruited staff from its own party and the working class ( Media Link #b9).

26

The 1870s, however, also mark the beginnings of the mass newspaper in Germany. The distinctive type of newspaper that was established at this time was the "General-Anzeiger". It was also largely financed with advertisements and strove to gain a wide readership, especially through local reporting and by ignoring political and religious controversies. Moreover, a lot of space was dedicated to material designed to entertain the reader. "General-Anzeiger" newspapers appeared in Berlin (Berliner Lokal-Anzeiger)
and other major cities of the Reich. They achieved runs from 100,000 to 200,000 copies, which had previously not existed in Germany.
27

In the 19th century, the American journalistic model made its impact felt, especially in the UK, so that people did speak of the "An56
57
glo-American concept". Later, American journalistic practices spread to other European countries as well. The term "Americanisation", however, increasingly acquired a negative connotation, as it came to signify a threat to one's own (journalistic) culture and
was thus condemned. Germany, in any case, experienced a "verspätete Modernisierung" ("belated modernisation ( Media Link
58
#ba)") in the field of journalism, which the American writer Mark Twain (1835–1910) ( Media Link #bb) also commented on sar59
castically at the beginning of the 1880s.
28
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European journalism was professionalised in the second half of the 19th century. The need for journalists had already increased,
as the press by this point had expanded in several ways. A main driver for this was innovations in printing technology ( Media
Link #bc). The number of titles grew considerably, the formats were larger, and the number of pages swelled. The content was also
more diverse. Around mid-century, readers had thirty to sixty times as much to read in each newspaper edition as they had done
61
two centuries earlier. The procurement and processing of this material required an increasing number of journalists, especially as
the newspaper pages now began to print "lead stories" by dividing up content and providing articles with titles and headlines. This
particular task accordingly became part of the journalist's job description. The differentiation of newspaper content was also accompanied by specialisation in the journalistic profession ( Media Link #bd). Besides the political editor, there was the trade and feuilleton editor, the (theatre) critic, and the court reporter. There were also editors for local news and, later, sports ( Media Link #be).
29
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In Germany, the long tradition of anonymity in journalism was debated. While its proponents justified it as an expression of the
"collectivism" of newspaper production, its opponents argued against the lack of transparency and accountability. In England, this
latter principle was tied to the system of representative government. Wherever freedom of the press was implemented, it further entailed the (legal) requirement of attribution. This rule was established in France as well in 1850. The principle of anonymity corresponded to limited copyright protection for press content: Without an explicit reservation of rights, articles could be released for reprint. Only academic ( Media Link #bf), technical, and entertaining journalistic content was protected. Miscellaneous news and
daily reports could always be appropriated by other publications.
30

Before 1848, the number of journalists in Germany is estimated to have been about 400; by the end of the century, there were
63
probably 2,500, and, by 1906, already around 4,600. Contrary to long-held assumptions, (German) journalists in the 19th century
64
were highly educated. This was already true for the earlier Vormärz period (before 1848). Moreover, there was an excess of university graduates and not enough positions in the government or the economy. This resulted in a lingering overpopulation of the lit65
erary market. After 1848, the journalistic profession thus attracted people who, for instance, for political reasons had no other job
opportunities in society. While journalism represented a "way out" for some of them from personal predicaments and others re66
sorted to the profession as "would-be writers", for an increasing number it became a professional goal from the start. The situation was quite similar in other European countries. In England, journalists usually came from the lower strata of the middle class,
67
but there were also quite a few among them with a university degree. In France and Italy, the boundaries between journalism and
literature especially remained fluid.
31

Strictly speaking, journalism lacked the same preconditions for professionalizing that could be found in other forms of employment
68
in modern society. In late 19th century Germany, however, it is already possible to detect an "informelle Professionalisierung" ("informal professionalisation" process) that accompanied journalism's development into a major occupation, which was labelled "Ver69
beruflichung" ("occupationalisation"). This is evidenced by associated norms, the recruitment of young professionals, and a re-

lated growing self-awareness. The advancement of professionalism is also shown by the emergence of state and professional organisations, as well as the incipient efforts at the turn of the 19th century to train journalists (see below).
32

From the 17th century, newspapers were produced for some time without any need for journalists in the actual sense. Similarly,
there was also no prerequisite for an editorial staff. Beginning in 19th century in Germany, the term "Redaktion" initially indicated
"die Gruppe der Redakteure, die ein 'Druckwerk' leiten"; by the turn of the century, however, it also referred "gleichzeitig auf den
Vorgang des Redigierens von Nachrichten, auf einen materiellen Raum, in dem Medieninhalte bearbeitet werden, und auf die Personengruppe, die als Redakteure Medieninhalte beschaffen, bearbeiten und koordinieren. Ort und soziale Praxis sind damit bereits
70
begrifflich denkbar eng verbunden und bedingen sich gegenseitig."
33

Actual work and living spaces had become necessary since the early 19th century in cases of individual employees taking over
full-time editorial duties for the printer. It is known, for instance, that the building which the publisher Johann Friedrich Cotta
(1764–1832) ( Media Link #bh) bought in Augsburg in 1823 contained dwellings for the editors of the Allgemeine Zeitung along
with three editorial offices. Work and living spaces were right next to each other and close to the printing workshop so that one can
71
speak of a kind of "home editorial office". Since Cotta published several journalistic publications at his press, the first major press
72
company in Germany, he was also the first to introduce a type of pool system in which employees collaborated on various titles.
In this period of the "editorial journalism" phase, writers who were active in journalism often relinquished their independence (or lost
73
their independence) and became employees of the publisher.
34

Along with the expansion and substantive differentiation of newspapers (including the explosion of procurable material), the need
for journalists and spaces ( Media Link #bi) where they could go about their work grew in the 19th century. At the same time, a
typical editorial form emerged in Germany which corresponded to the segmentation of newspaper content into different departments or divisions ( Media Link #bj). Doors along a corridor in the publisher's building led to individual rooms where editors were
stationed who were responsible for politics (which may have been further divided into sub-areas), commerce / trade, features and
regional / local stories. The editor-in-chief had his own room. Beyond this, separate offices could be set aside for the library, editorial meetings, or for receiving visitors. After the introduction of new technologies at newspaper publishing houses, telephone and
74
telegraphs were also on site.
35

Since, in Germany, small newspapers with small printruns and limited scope were common, many operated with only one-person
as editorial staff. In the early 1920s, publisher and sole editor were still often united in the same individual. One of the largest editorial teams at the end of the 19th century was that of the Berliner Lokal Anzeiger, after an increase in the number of journalists / edi75
tors from three (1883) to 46 (1899).
36

In England, too, printers for a long time lacked an editorial office (or news room, the term that was later established in the English
76
language): "[J]ournalism was compiled and written on an ad hoc basis outside the print shop." The responsibility of compiling the
news was only gradually assumed by authors as a secondary occupation. The latter often wrote other types of journalistic articles,
for instance, essays and literary contributions to weeklies ( Media Link #bl), which described themselves in their titles as journals.
77
Many newspapers also hired translators ( Media Link #bm), who were in charge of the foreign press, or authors who kept an
eye on local news and embodied the journalistic type of a "reporter". This term, which would have a defining influence on Anglo78
79
American journalism ( Media Link #bn), was first used in England in 1813. The function of the traveling (or "roving") reporter
was thus separated from that of the editor, who fulfilled internal editorial tasks.
37

This differentiation of roles was characteristic for British journalism, which did not assume its modern form until the end of the 19th
century. Over the course of this process, the responsibilities of the editor were further spun off. This could only take place, however,
80
with the expansion of the editorial staff. A critical factor in the division of labour in particular was the delegation of reporting, commentary, and design to different people. An exception to this was the tradition of German journalism that had developed since the
19th century. It was considered "holistic" because reporting and commentary often were penned by the same journalist. One has
spoken here of "Rollenüberlappung" ("overlapping roles"). The belated guarantee of a freedom of the press and the structural con-

ditions of the editorial organisation meant that the journalistic norm of the separation of news and opinion, which was the model in
Anglo-American journalism, could not be entirely implemented in Germany.
38

The physical environments were also distinct: While the separation of the various departments was typical for Germany, in the UK
(and the U.S.) there were shared rooms for editorial staff with desks for individual journalists. The typical French newspaper editorial offices of the 19th century ("salles de rédaction") were dominated by a central table. There, individual journalists would sit down
when they wrote or edited articles, and, according to contemporary accounts, were surrounded by a peculiar working environ81
ment.
39
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In the rest of Europe, there was evidence of an early separation of functions in journalism in Denmark. Scandinavia's location on
the northern edge of Europe made the press there depend on information from foreign newspapers, some of which was obtained in
large quantity, translated and evaluated. From the 1880s, there was also an expansion of the press in these countries, and major
(capital-city) newspapers were given their own buildings with (at first only a few) offices for journalists. At the turn of the century,
their number at individual publications could still be counted on one hand. It more than doubled, however, in the following decades.
News gathering and processing in the major cities of Scandinavia therefore was not too far behind that of London.
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In southern Europe, however, the development of the press remained stunted until the end of the 19th century. In Spain, most
newspapers had low circulations, often did not possess their own printing house, and, indeed, even lacked a professional editorial
83
organisation. The first great modern newspapers emerged in the first decades of the 20th century. In the editorial staff of the
newspaper ABC (founded in 1903), numerous jobs were initially isolated from each other. To improve the coordination of the different editorial tasks, however, a large communal table was soon set up in the centre. After some time, the growth of the newspaper
and its publisher also led to a spatial differentiation of professional organisational functions. The newspaper El Sol, launched in
1917, quickly adopted the principles of Anglo-American journalism, separated out information and commentary, and strengthened
the role of the editorial board.
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Over the course of the professionalisation process of journalism in Europe, professional journalistic organisations were also established to represent shared interests and help provide an identity to the members of the profession. In Germany, the beginnings of
journalistic efforts of self-organisation date back to the 1830s and 1840s. The "Preß- und Vaterlandsverein" (founded in
84
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1832/1833), the "Leipziger Literatenverein" (founded in 1842) and the Vienna journalists' and writers association "Concordia"
86
(founded in 1859) may be considered precursors.
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The first attempts to establish a comprehensive organisation for journalists came out of the meetings for German journalists that
87
had been held since 1864. The annual conferences dealt, among other things, with press legislation, pensions, job placements,
or advertisements, and they passed resolutions directed at the government, employers (publishers), and the public. Due to federal
decentralisation, professional journalistic organisations also emerged at the local level such as the "Verein Berliner Presse" in Berlin and the "Journalisten- und Schriftstellerverein" in Frankfurt. The "Verband deutscher Journalisten- und Schriftstellerverein"
88
(VDJSV) founded in 1895 subsequently formed the first comprehensive and centralised professional organisation, which focused,
among other things, on naming the authors of articles, the introduction of identification cards (journalist passes), shaping legislation
and administrative measures, as well as provisions for welfare and insurance.
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As valuable as this association was, it nevertheless did not meet the increasingly felt need for a proper vocational and professional
89
body exclusively for journalists. This task was undertaken by the "Verein Deutscher Redakteure" (VDR). Its existence was accom90
panied by numerous controversies, however, which led to the group's division. This suggests the significant differences that still
prevailed in this field, along with the difficulty of overcoming particular interests and developing a collective identity. The "Reichsverband der Deutschen Presse" (RDP), an overarching professional organisation for journalists in Germany founded in 1910, was the
91
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first association to overcome these issues. It also represented the interests of journalists in the Weimar Republic, before being
incorporated into the Third Reich's system of state media control and exploited for propaganda purposes.
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In the 19th century, professional journalistic organisations also emerged in many other European countries, and more followed after
93
the turn of the century. There, too, the motives were the need for public recognition, to improve the fragile social situation for journalists, to stand up for the rights of journalists and press freedom and to reinforce journalists' professional (self-) awareness. Fre94
quently, local initiatives made their influence felt at the early stages.
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Soon, the very similar professional aspirations in different countries raised hopes of getting united on an international level. An inaugural meeting took place in London in 1893, with representatives from England, France and Belgium. A year later, there were already journalists' organisations from 15 countries at a meeting in Antwerp. Members agreed to meet every year, passed bylaws,
established a permanent office, and invited discussion on all possible material and moral questions relating to the journalistic profession. The Union internationale des associations de presse (UIAP) was then formally established in Budapest in 1896. In the following years, it expanded to other parts of the world and, before the First World War, included 100 journalists' associations with
96
some 18,000 journalists. At the annual meeting in Bern in 1902, a debate ensued over protecting journalists' viewpoints when
there are changes in newspaper ownership; three years later in Liege, the main concern was with editorial secrecy. There were
calls for an international identification card for journalists. Overall, however, the record of the UIAP up until 1914 was rated poorly,
97
as it was felt that the organisation's resolutions had resulted in few concrete changes. However, there is also no lack of evidence
98
suggesting the opposite.
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In order to overcome the deeply entrenched hostility stemming from the experiences of the First World War and to strengthen the
community of shared interests, efforts were also made in the 1920s to improve international communication and cooperation in
journalism. In 1926, French journalists launched the Fédération Internationale des Journalistes (FIJ), which was joined by numer99
ous national journalist associations. Its aim was to help improve the material conditions of journalists, to strengthen their professional independence, and to elevate their moral standing. In addition, the FIJ's goal was to promote the overall interests of the
world's press and to promote mutual understanding among journalists from different countries. One of its initiatives, for example,
was an international court for journalists, which was established on October 1931 at the Peace Palace in The Hague. For all intents
and purposes, however, it was already too late, as the circumstances fundamentally changed with the coming to power of the National Socialists in Germany. The FIJ, nonetheless, continued to exist in Paris and was not dissolved until after the invasion there of
the German troops in 1940.
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To meet the growing demand for journalists since the 19th century, new groups of people now rushed into the occupation. This led
to an overall decline in the education level. While 87.5 per cent of journalists in Germany had a university degree around the middle
100
of the century, it was 78.5 per cent in 1900. It thus became more and more common that journalists entered their profession
without training or at most with only practical instruction. Insofar as the level of education of journalists decreased and the profession attracted some dubious characters, the journalist, as sociologist Max Weber (1864–1920) ( Media Link #bo) famously put it,
shares the fate "einer festen sozialen Klassifikation zu entbehren… und zu einer Art Paria-Kaste [zu gehören], die in der 'Ge101
sellschaft' stets nach ihren ethisch tiefststehenden Repräsentanten sozial eingeschätzt wird." Journalism thus stood in close
proximity to the artistic world and Bohemianism. Parallel to this was the notion that journalism was a "profession of talent", i.e. that
it was a matter of individual talent that one was "born" with. This view hampered efforts for some time to develop a system of training for journalists.
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These precise circumstances, however, also gave rise to thoughts on providing a specific professional training for journalists. In
102
Germany, the first rudimentary steps in this direction ( Media Link #bp) began in journalistic practice and the first attempts to
incorporate the study of journalism into academic education were made around the turn of the century. The earliest traces of this
are found at the University of Heidelberg, an attempt, however, that failed only a short time later. In 1916, Karl Bücher
(1847–1930) ( Media Link #bq), a former editor of the Frankfurter Zeitung and professor of economics, founded the Institut für
Zeitungskunde at the University of Leipzig. He is consequently considered the father of modern journalism studies and its associ103
ated academic tradition of journalistic training.
It remained difficult to implement such training in Germany, however. In the 1920s,
there were little more than a handful of poorly equipped university institutes, as the main avenue into the journalistic profession
continued to be a traineeship in editorial practices. For entirely obvious reasons, it was the Nazis who first identified the importance
104
of training journalists.
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Opportunities for training journalists also were slow to emerge elsewhere in Europe. In Britain, the rule of "on-the-job training" was
adhered to for an especially long time. The press there found that the practice of a profession was best suited to acquiring the necessary skills. The single exception to this rule was a two-year journalism course at King's College at the University of London from
105
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1922 to 1939.
In France, the beginnings of journalistic training indeed go further back, but it also remained scarce. In Switzerland, the first journalistic seminars were organized in Zurich and Bern in 1903. The first course of instruction for journalism was de107
vised in the Netherlands the following year, although it was not implemented until four years later. Structured curricula were not
developed until after 1930. In the first decades of the 20th century, Spain undertook several short-lived initiatives for journalistic
training. Among them, the most important were those from the Catholic newspaper El Debate, whose Institute of Journalism was
108
heavily oriented toward American models. It lasted from 1926 until the outbreak of the Spanish Civil War in 1936. The new rulers
set up their own institute in 1941, not only to train journalists, but also to control who had access to the profession. In Italy, which
has a similar journalistic tradition to the one in France, training opportunities in journalism were dispensed with until as late as the
109
1970s.
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The United States is considered to be the country where the tradition of academic journalism training was first established. In 1908,
110
the University of Missouri set up the first independent school of journalism, and with the support of the publisher Joseph Pulitzer
(1847–1911) ( Media Link #br), teaching began at the school of journalism at Columbia University in New York in 1912. These institutions not only stand out because they were pioneers, but also because of their formal organisation, teaching programs, and
trend-setting influence on numerous subsequent schools. This contributed to the professionalisation of American journalism, which
was not approached in Europe until the beginning of the 20th century. The same is true for training in this occupation.
51

On the one hand, the development of journalism in Europe in the 20th century was determined by constraints tied to the political situation and, on the other hand, by technological innovations that gave rise to new mass media. This, in turn, forced journalism to
meet changing requirements.
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The 20th century was marked historically by totalitarian regimes and two world wars. These factors either restricted the hard-won
autonomy of journalists in the countries concerned or eliminated the journalists altogether. In Russia, where the liberalisation of the
press after the death of Tsar Nicholas I (1796–1855) ( Media Link #bs) had started comparatively late anyway, the Bolshevik
Revolution in 1917 led to the establishment of a totalitarian communist system. Following the guidelines of Vladimir I. Lenin
111
(1870–1924) ( Media Link #bu), journalists had to fulfil the tasks of propaganda, agitation, and organisation and were thus demoted to being servants of the political elite. Journalism in the Soviet Union has therefore been referred to as an "antithesis of the
112
Anglo-American news paradigm".
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In the fascist dictatorships that were established in the 1920s in Italy and after 1933 in Germany, journalists were also expected
to promote the dominant ideology and support the government's objectives. Toward this end, the Nazis in particular built a sophisticated system for controlling the media in Germany. In addition to legal regulations and organisational measures, detailed instruc114
tions were also given to journalists on how they had to report and provide commentary.
54

Journalists were under especially strong pressure during the two world wars of the 20th century (1914–1918, 1939–1945). In general, the concerned countries again established censorship measures and tried to turn the press into a propaganda tool. Even in
countries that maintained their democratic system of government, like England, official agencies had a mandate to exert influence
on journalists ( Media Link #bv). Journalists were supposed to advocate the country's interests to the outside world and
strengthen the morale of the citizenry at home. In France, after it had been captured by German troops in 1940, the press was
115
largely censored by the occupying power. Journalism was divided into a chasm between collaboration and resistance.
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In the inter-war period in Germany (as in other European countries), conditions had indeed been formally established for a free and
democratic journalism. This suffered, however, not only due to the consequences of war and economic difficulties. More than this, it
found itself stuck in the centre of a bitter ideological conflict between the political extremes of the right (Nazis) and the left (commu-
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nists). Nevertheless, the Weimar Republic produced outstanding journalistic achievements that remain models to this day.
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After the Second World War, both the overt and covert instrumentalisation of journalism was largely stopped in the democratic
countries, all the more so because the environment for journalism had also changed. In the Western occupation zones of Germany,
the victor nations sought to create the conditions for a free and independent journalism. The Americans, above all, wanted to ensure that their journalistic standards would be adopted by the Germans. They tried to facilitate this in the post-war years through
117
monitoring and direct guidance. In particular, the separation between news and opinion which had existed in opinion journalism
in Germany since the 19th century and was driven to an extreme in the Third Reich, was supposed to be done away with.
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The development of journalism in the 20th century in Europe (as in other parts of the world) was further influenced by technological
innovations. The discovery of electromagnetic waves led to the radio's emergence as a mass medium that was introduced in all
European countries in the 1920s. In most cases, radio broadcasting was either organised by or affiliated with the state. Only in the
UK did the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) take on the character of a "public-service" company because of a royal charter.
The organisational structure also had an effect on radio journalism: The medium itself was initially used mostly to educate and entertain. But informational programs also found their way into the line-up. The journalistic programming was initially still influenced by
the model of the press and was only gradually supplemented by specific modes of presentation, reporting and interviews. Moreover, the possibility of direct transmission on the radio gave rise to the radio reporter as a journalistic type ( Media Link #bw).
58

After the Second World War, another mass medium came into existence: television. Although its origins go back further, its spread
was initially interrupted and delayed by the war. Thus television only began more or less simultaneously in European countries in
the 1950s, though it was pervasive within a decade. In some countries, its organisation remained closely aligned to the state (e.g.
in France), whereas in the Eastern Bloc it was (like radio) even entirely state-controlled. A number of Western European countries
followed the model of the BBC and offered diverse forms of television as a "public service", including the Scandinavian countries,
Germany, Austria, Switzerland, and Italy.
59

Journalism now also entailed using moving images to convey information. This, in turn, required new formats to be developed or
those of newsreels ( Media Link #bx) and the radio to be adapted, including live broadcasts, news programs, news magazines,
documentaries, interviews, talk shows, etc. As the audio-visual medium involves highly complex production techniques, other professional roles were now required (cameraman, editor, etc.) along with the actual journalistic component. In "public-service" television, journalists were largely independent, despite corporate control, and free from the pressure of viewer ratings and audience
preferences. Due to new transmission technologies (cable, satellite), this changed in the 1980s, when private-sector broadcasting
was also authorized in Western Europe.
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US newsreel "Hungarian Revolt" 1956
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